TOP REALTOR

In Alleghany Highlands Association of Realtors

#1 Sales Volume

Call Marilyn Otis 814 494 4122

Re/Max Hall of Fame
This prestigious award is to recognize and salute the exclusive group of top producers in the world. 2019

Re/Max Platinum Award
For the 3rd consecutive year, Marilyn has again achieved extraordinary results and has been awarded this incredible achievement. 2017, 2018, 2019

One of Bedford Gazette’s Most Influential People
2018

Marilyn Otis

Marilyn Otis, our local real estate agent with Remax Olde Towne Realty has been recognized once again for a fifth year in a row, as having the highest sales production in the Alleghany Highlands MLS for 2019. The Allegheny Highlands Association of Realtors consist of over 380 realtors from South Central Pennsylvania, which includes Bedford and Blair Counties.

Marilyn Otis consistently sells over an average of one million dollar worth of real estate per month

Earning the top spot for five years in a row is no easy task. Marilyn attributes this success to her ability to make a home look amazing on and off camera. She has a proven strategy that works! Her listings including decluttering, professionally staging, professional photography, professional drone footage and professionally created visual productions. Couple that with her amazing marketing objectives and she has a fabulous track record.

Re/Max in Bedford had grown and she now works with a great group of agents that include Dean Lemley, Tom Otis, Holly Howsare, Meghan Leydig and Carolyn Blough. Marilyn has a fabulous assistant PJ Mowry, Dean's assistant, Paula Lemley has been a wonderful addition.

Brad Adams, Broker/Owner & Kathleen Chabala, Owner

Remax Olde Towne Realty
203 East Pitt Street, Bedford, PA 15522
814 623 6700
Economic development efforts evolved, but core tenets stayed the same.

Eddie Door

Rockland

Manufacturing is about sustainability. Rockland Manufacturing Company President Bo Pratt says, “It’s not just what you do, it’s who you do it with that defines who you are.”

“Economic development is a costly and waiting game. You have to patiently wait for the right projects to come along. But the rewards are worth it,” Rockland’s Pratt said.

“Today, any company that wants to do big things has to do them in a sustainable way,” Pratt said. “It’s not just about the bottom line, it’s about the quality of life for local residents and the environment.”
The Bedf ord County De velopment Association is known for its de velop ment-oriented countywide, but the organization also provides a support network for the business leaders of tomorrow, a BCDA spokesperson said.

BCDA Entrepreneur Coach An drew Trexler helps startups around the county make their business aspirations a reality.

Below: Trexler answered a few questions about the BCDA’s entre preneurial efforts in Bedford County.

What role does entrepreneurship play in the BCDA?

A: We don’t just serve entrepre neur, we are entrepreneurs. Entre preneurship is an integral part of economic development. Just like a business serves its customers, we serve the county.

Q: How does the BCDA define entre preneurship?

A: Entrepreneurs are problem solvers. The businesses that they create are completely for solving these problems. If we could boil it down to a definition, entrepreneurs are people who solve problems who create a business as a delivery system.

Q: How long has entrepreneurship been driven by your organization?

A: Entrepreneurship is a component of the BCDA’s mission. The opportunity came up to join the StartUp Allegheny’s network before becoming the BCDA’s executive director. It’s a great opportunity to serve the people of Bedford County.

Q: Why are entrepreneurs important to today’s economic development efforts?

A: New entrepreneurs are the risk takers that lead to job creation, local economic growth, and creating economic stability locally. Cap tive, Cap tive, Creative Pul trusion and Bedford Reinforced Plastics all started as new entrepreneurs, and now, they are leaders in their industries. Today’s economy is becoming more and more global, it’s extremely important to enable the community and the businesses here and grow our businesses here.

Q: What services does the BCDA offer entrepreneurs?

A: We offer business plan development and modeling, market research and planning, one-on-one coaching and help facilitate low interest loans. We’ve since shifted our focus to economic development.

In 1996, JLG further expanded its Weber Lane facility and by 2001, the company manufactured 100,000 scissor lifts in Bedford County. By 1974, the company purchased the Weber Lane facility, which became the Sunnyside facility. In 2006, JLG acquired what was then known as the Weber Lane facility. The company leases its first equipment, JLG leased its first equipment, JLG has manufactured 100,000 scissor lift series and by 2001, the company ramps up production of its scissor lifts at its Sunnyside Road facility.

JLG team members work together to assemble cabling. Since moving into Bedford County in 1986, the construction equipment manufacturing company has purchased two facilities and employs more than 350 people throughout the county.

The BCDA’s mission and Bedford County are part of what makes us a community of entrepreneurs.

Q: What role does entrepreneur ship play in the BCDA?

A: BCDA helps businesses from concept to establishment, expansion and growth. As the entrepreneur expands so do our services. From the time you start working with the BCDA, you have a permanent support system.

“Q: How could the organization’s services help? A: The BCDA helps businesses from concept to establishment, expansion and growth. As the entrepreneur expands so do our services. From the time you start working with the BCDA, you have a permanent support system.”

Carl Barnhart, Director of Operations, JLG Bedford

Turekripke, he said: “To ensure a steady flow of skilled workers, JLG works with various educational institutions throughout the county. We work with local vocational and technical institutes to develop education and training programs to align three pre-graduates with the needed skills for employment at JLG.”

“Meet recently, we participated in activities at the local high schools to help coordinate inter- view training opportunities.”

As the turn of the 21st century drops into the rear view, Barnhart said JLG is looking forward to a productive future in Bedford County.

“Our goal is to continue the great legacy of what we started in 1969,” he said. “The BCDA is partnering with the Ben Franklin Technology Partners and the StartUp Allegheny for the Big Idea Contest. The Big Idea Contest is a business plan contest with a total of $50,000 dollars in prize money for the top two business plans.”

JLG: “The BCDA is partnering with the Ben Franklin Technology Partners and the StartUp Allegheny for the Big Idea Contest. The Big Idea Contest is a business plan contest with a total of $50,000 dollars in prize money for the top two business plans. The BCDA helps businesses from concept to establishment, expansion and growth. As the entrepreneur expands so do our services. From the time you start working with the BCDA, you have a permanent support system.”

For more than five decades, JLG has been a cornerstone of the Bedford County manufacturing community.

Specializing in the manufacturing of aerial access construction equipment, JLG has been a cornerstone of the Bedford County manufacturing community. JLG employs more than 350 people throughout the county.

Security is a mainstay in the manufactur ing of aerial access construction equipment.

“Most recently, we participated in activities at the local high schools to help coordinate interview training opportunities.”

“Meet recently, we participated in activities at the local high schools to help coordinate interview training opportunities.”

As the turn of the 21st century drops into the rear view, Barn hart said JLG is looking forward to a productive future in Bedford County.

“Our goal is to continue the great legacy of what we started in 1969,” he said. “JLG in Bedford County is continuing to provide employ- ment opportunities for the com- munity and quality products for our customers.”
In 1905, Bedford Springs Resort debuted one of the first indoor pools in the United States. Musicians serenaded swimmers from an elevated opera box, and legions of visiting dignitaries would plunge into the two-story pool from its upper level. Now visitors can experience this sparkling gem, fully restored to its lavish beauty.

Resort highlights importance of building community bonds

As our business continues to grow, so does the county. There is so much more in terms of activities, businesses, services and opportunities than there were when we opened in 2007.

Bill Liedholm, General Manager

John Corle started business in 1972 with the creation of Corle Construction. His business presence in Bedford County grew significantly following the establishment of Corle Building Systems. Today Corle Building Systems is one of the country’s leading manufacturers of metal buildings. Corle Building Systems specializes in producing custom-designed, pre-engineered metal building systems for businesses and homeowners worldwide.

Corle is national leader in metal buildings

The ease of access to major interstate highways and a quality workforce make the county an excellent location for our operations.

Frank Kmetz, Vice President
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Frank Kmetz, Vice President
From startup to stardom, the people at Bedford Reinforced Plastics view Bedford as the company’s forever home, a BRP spokesperson said.

The company has grown from operating in a small barn with around a dozen employees to more than 200,000 square feet of manufacturing space in Bedford in 47 years, the company has expanded its campus to include five buildings, spanning over 50 years.”

“Phil and his team are creating jobs and purchasing goods and services from local businesses.”

Jim Gonsman

“Bedford is home to people who care about each other, care about the quality of their work, want an environment where they come to work every day, and want everything to go hand-in-hand.”

Erik Kidd

“Phil and his team are a valued member of our community.”

Goldberg said. “Phil and his team are creating jobs and purchasing goods and services from local businesses. The company is also a strong supporter of local educational and non-profit groups. This is a great example of how economic development and community development go hand-in-hand.”

“With this expansion, we believe Green Leaf will have one of the largest indoor cannabis operations on the East Coast. We hope our expansion and the multitude of opportunities it will create, generate renewed interest in both Saxton and Bedford County,” Goldberg said.

“Green Leaf has already proven to be a vital member of our community,” Goldberg said. “Phil and his team are creating jobs and purchasing goods and services from local businesses. The company is also a strong supporter of local educational and non-profit groups. This is a great example of how economic development and community development go hand-in-hand.”
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When It Comes To Insurance, We Have a Lot Of History Behind Us.
AS A MATTER OF FACT, 111 YEARS!!!

Bedford Grange Mutual Insurance Company
Personal & Commercial Property Insurance
814-623-8515 • 800-707-2246

Fortress Agency
623-0674

Auto • Home • Business

 Bedford Grange Mutual
Insurance Company
since 1909

• Home • Farms • Mobile Home
• Business • Renter's Insurance
• Umbrella • Rental Property Insurance
www.bedfordgrangemutual.com
814-623-8515

• Auto • Home • Farms
• Mobile Home • Business
• Boat/ATV/Cycle • Renters
www.office@fortressagency.com
814-623-0074

477 West Pitt St., Bedford, PA • 800-707-2246
FRED IMLER & SON’S
General Contractor
Kitchen, Bath & Carpet Center

“You Dream It, We Build It.”
Your “Start to Finish Builder.” With over 42 years experience.
We are your one-stop shop for all your building needs.

Additions, Decks, Roofing, Windows, Siding, Brick Casing, Plumbing, Electrical, Drywall, Storage, Gazebos, Cabinetry, Basements, Garages, Carports, and so much more!

Total Remodeling. FREE In-Home Estimates & Design.
Call or Stop In at our office on Mile Level.

Imler Plaza • Mile Level BEDFORD | Monday thru Friday 9-5; Saturday 9-2 | 623-8346

THERE’S MORE THAN
ONE WAY
TO FALL IN LOVE WITH A DESTINATION.

Plan your getaway at Omni Bedford Springs Resort and experience our many on site amenities. Indulge your epicurean spirit, play a round of golf at the Old Course or rejuvenate at the Springs Eternal Spa. For each overnight stay, Omni will donate a meal to a family in need locally. Join us and help end hunger in America. Your adventure awaits...
Nearly 30 years ago, BC Stone opened shop in Bed-
ford County, providing re-
sources for granite countertops.

Some days, the company supplies Loren Home Im-
provement with granite and quartz countertops for kitchens
throughout the nation.

The Bedford County De-
velopment Association sat out
with BC Stone Presi-
dent Travis Collins to talk
about BC Stone’s business
careers through the years
and projections for the future.

Q: How has doing busi-
ness in the county changed
over the years?

A: Technology has re-
ally changed the way we
conduct business. GPS has
eliminated the use of maps
and paper replaced fixed
drawings, quotes, and contracts. Testing has been
replaced phone calls. Our
employees can now video chat
to solve problems. Wire trans-
sfers and electronic checks have decreased wait times
on payments and decreased
check writing. We’re

Q: Where did your company start doing business in
Bedford County?

A: We opened BC Stone
in Bedford County because
of its central location and
proximity to several major
markets.

Q: BC Stone went from a
homegrown company to a
national business, what key
decisions were made?

A: Key factors that con-
tinued to grow BC Stone’s
success were the availability
of a great work force, a busi-
ness-friendly local govern-
ment, and key programs spearheaded by the BCDA.

The Keystone Opportunity
Zone program was the de-cid-
ing factor for our leap into
a new facility that positioned us for rapid growth.

Timing was key for us. Before BC Stone was able to capitalize
on the huge growth in popu-
lar granite countertops
throughout the ‘90s and
quartz countertops since around 2012. We also ex-
panded our footprint from
the housing expansion in the
early 2000s.
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County?
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success were the availability
of a great work force, a busi-
ness-friendly local govern-
ment, and key programs spearheaded by the BCDA.
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Providing skilled welders for more than two decades

Skilled welders are in high demand across the country, and Bedford County Technical Center trains some of the best, BCTC Administrative Director Mark Bollman said.

“We pride ourselves on enriching the quality of life in our community through specialized learning opportunities,” Bollman said.

“The goal of our welding course is to train a workforce that is skilled, knowledgeable and able to meet the needs of the industry today and well into the future.”

Founded in 1985, the BCTC is a shared-time career and technical school that serves the Bedford and Everett school districts. Students from Chestnut Ridge, Northern Bedford County and Tussey Mountain school districts and HOPE for Hyndman Charter School attend on a tuition-paying basis.

In 1998, the center added welding to its curriculum and currently trains future employees in the processes of gas metal arc welding, shielded metal arc welding, flux cored arc welding and gas tungsten arc welding. The three-year program has an average enrollment of about 60 students, and Bollman said the center works with local employers to meet their needs.

“We have an Occupational Advisory Committee that is made up of employees and owners of local businesses,” he explained. “And, we have a co-op program that involves working with local industry. We are currently working with JLG and Rockland Manufacturing Co. to train our students at their facilities through our co-op Program.”

In the future, Blue Triangle is looking at expanding the existing site through purchasing additional lots and adding equipment to expand production capabilities, he said.

“Our Everett facility has grown nonstop in the last 48 years.”

Kevin Borgschulte

“From the highway system to the Bedford County Airport, transportation upgrades over the years have been key to our growth,” Borgschulte said. “And, our campus is conveniently located to be visited and the shipping benefits can’t be overstated.”

Bedford County is perfectly situated to take advantage of the country’s choicest lumber variety, Blue Triangle Hardwoods General Manager Kevin Borgschulte said.

“It is a central location for the best raw materials — white oak from Ohio, poplar from the eastern shore and Pennsylvania’s own red oak and cherry trees,” Borgschulte explained. “Our Everett facility has grown nonstop ever since.”

Originally, Blue Triangle’s sawmill was built by the Van Hessen company in 1972. Ten years later, the Rossi American Hardwoods corporation, Blue Triangle’s parent company, purchased the mill.

“In 1996, after a fire, we rebuilt the the sawmill. It was the most technologically advanced sawmill east of the Mississippi for many years, and is still in the top 10.”

Then, tragedy struck the mill, but Borgschulte said Blue Triangle rose from the ashes.

“Our Everett facility has grown nonstop in the last 48 years.”

Kevin Borgschulte

“Just before the turn of the 21st century, tragedy struck the mill, but Blue Triangle and its parent company, Rossi American Hardwoods, purchased the mill in 1996. It was the most technologically advanced sawmill east of the Mississippi for many years, and is still in the top 10. In 1996, after a fire, we rebuilt the sawmill in 1996 after a fire. It was the most technologically advanced sawmill east of the Mississippi for many years, and is still in the top 10.”
Save a Lot

Serving Bedford County for 22 Years

Meats Cut Fresh Daily
Great Food
Great Prices
Great People

NO GAMES • NO GIMMICKS •EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
Try us once and we’ll become a regular and important part of your shopping routine!

JUST EAST OF BEDFORD • 8 AM-8 PM DAILY

MORE THAN 55 YEARS OF SERVICE IN BEDFORD COUNTY!

WEAVER’S SANITATION SERVICE, INC.
349 East Graceville Road, Breezewood, PA 15533
814-735-4589 or 800-604-6065
BE A BELIEVER... CALL WEAVER!

CO-MINGLED
RECYCLING
Plastic Bottles, Newspapers & Magazines

BREEZEWOOD TRANSFER STATION SERVICE, INC.
BREEZEWOOD, PA • 814-735-4589 • 800-604-6065
OFFERING WEEKLY COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL PICKUPS
Factories • Contractors • Manufacturing Plants • 10-30 Yard Capacity
Engineering and Fabrication of Fiberglass Reinforced Plastics

- Walkways
- Ladders
- Platforms
- Stairways
- Handrails
- Supports

4766 Business Route 220 North
P.O. Box 615, Bedford, PA 15522
814-623-0458 • 814-623-0978 fax
e-mail: sales@structuralfiberglass.com
www.structuralfiberglass.com

The Hometown Bank Advantage ~ Some Advantages to Bank With Us:

- No mid day cut off - no rush to get to the bank by 2:00
- Same day credit for deposits, next day availability quicker access to your money
- Week day drive-up opens at 8:30am
- Week day lobby open till 5:00pm
- Saturday lobby & drive up open 9:00am to 12 noon
Introducing Victoria House at Spring House Estates

THE NEW STANDARD IN PERSONAL CARE

ELEGANCE MADE AFFORDABLE
ALL INCLUSIVE One Bedroom and Open Concept Studios Available.

Services provided at Victoria House at Spring House Estates
- Chef-prepared breakfast, lunch and dinner • Table service, accommodating special diets
- Daily specials • Assistance with activities of daily living • Housekeeping
- Towel and bed linen service • Medication management • Scheduled activity program
- Maintenance services • Salt water pool & spa • Garden patio • Therapy gym
- 24-hour LPNs and CNAs • Heating and cooling systems with individual thermostats
- Cable • Personal laundry facilities • 24-hour Nurse Call System

Call or Email to get more information
or arrange a tour
814-623-0349 and ask for Helen Sickel,
Marketing Director, or email to hrsickle@hmwd.org

150 Victoria Avenue • Everett, PA 15537 • (814)-623-0349 • www.homewood.com

Opportunity Awaits...

Bedford Welcomes You!

Aside from our small-town charm and gorgeous historic architecture, Bedford boasts unique boutiques, artisan shops, specialty restaurants, wineries and so much more!

Location, Location, Location
Bedford is positioned to attract visitors from the major metro areas of Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia and Washington, DC. With its central location and close proximity to I-99, Lincoln Highway (Rt. 30), I-70 and the PA Turnpike, Bedford has become the ideal destination for “meeting in the middle”.

Local Accommodations and Destination Attractions
Bring Visitors
The Fall Foliage Festival has been held annually for over 50 years as Bedford’s signature event. More than 70,000 visitors come during the first two weekends of October.

The Omni Bedford Springs Resort and Spa is a national historic landmark that offers modern comforts. We also offer quaint bed and breakfasts, a campground, fine art museums, a living history site, hiking trails, beautiful scenery and historic charm that all combine to attract nearly 100,000 visitors to Bedford every year.

Curious about our available storefronts and prime business space?
Contact the DBI office at P.O. Box 286, 124 South Juliana Street, Bedford, PA 15522
814-623-0048 or manager@downtownbedford.com

WE ARE MORE THAN JUST A TIRE STORE!!!

Bedford’s Most Convenient Bank

Bedford Branch
8796 Lincoln Hwy.

Fishertown Branch
2095 Quaker Valley Rd.

Schellsburg Branch
3966 Lincoln Hwy.

800-972-1651
www.somersettrust.com

ELEGANCE MADE AFFORDABLE
ALL INCLUSIVE One Bedroom and Open Concept Studios Available.
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L.B. Foster Co.

After 50 years, company still likes Bedford’s small-town feel

Kennametal closes in on seventh decade in Bedford

Expanding Bedford County’s business community could encourage workforce growth, an L.B. Foster spokesperson said.

“Kennametal’s Bedford Manufacturing Facility was established 1952,” said Jeremy St. Pierre, a Kennametal director of manufacturing. “The area is full of great people and has good access to transportation.”

A piece of grid decking that is fabricated here in Bedford.

“Kennametal has made and plans to continue to make major investments to the fixed assets of the facility,” St. Pierre added.

Recognized worldwide for pioneering alloy technology in cutting tools, the company’s future needs will determine the growing size of L.B. Foster’s footprint in the county.

“We have good infrastructure here as well good, qualified employees.”

Ron Mishler

The company experienced early success, and by 1952, L.B. Foster had offices on both the East and West coasts. In 1967, a facility was opened in Bedford, where the company still fabricates stay-in-place bridge forms.

“We built an additional building in 2001,” Mishler explained. “And, we purchased the old General Electric building next door to the company’s Weber Lane facility in 2014.

There are no expansions in the works, but Mishler said future needs will determine the growing size of L.B. Foster’s footprint in the county.

“We like the small town feel of Bedford,” he said. “We have good infrastructure here as well good, qualified employees.”

For more than half a century, the Bedford facility has benefited from “ever increasing automation and sophistication of manufacturing process,” St. Pierre said.

Kennametal didn’t wait long before setting up shop in Bedford County.

“Kennametal’s Bedford Manufacturing Facility was established 1952,” said Jeremy St. Pierre, a Kennametal director of manufacturing. “The area is full of great people and has good access to transportation.”

A Rollformer used to make stay-in-place bridge form pans, located in the old GE building.

“The area is full of great people and has good access to transportation.”

Jeremy St. Pierre

For more than half a century, the Bedford facility has benefited from “ever increasing automation and sophistication of manufacturing process,” St. Pierre said.

Kennametal’s plant at 442 Chalybeate Road, Bedford.
Volatil...e job training efforts.

High-tech growth drives shipping industry

"Technology has significantly impacted the shipping industry, but rather than replacing people with computers, XPO logistics is expanding for now, as an XPO spokes-

"Technology is huge in the truck-

"On the pickup and delivery

"When I first started here about

"We have hand-held technology that tells us where to load the freight, where the freight is headed and when it arrives."

"We've seen some great

"As the world changes, so does the workforce, and we expand our services to meet the needs and the needs of the businesses that are growing around us.

"It's a service is the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry's initiative to cap the scope of how jobseekers find the training they need and how employers find the skilled candidates that they need.

"There were a number of state and federal acts dating as far back as the 1990s to help stimulate the workforce, but PA CareerLink didn’t enter its current iteration until around 2012. Fisher said the organization expanded its shop for job-seekers and employers.

"By partnering with employ-

"Throughout the last three decades, but with the help of government-sponsored programs like PA CareerLink, unemployment rates in Pennsylvania have made some fluctuations. In 1990, unemployment across the state was about 10 percent, with about 2,500 people in the workforce, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The following year, unemployment spiked to about 15 percent. Fisher said those rates rose and fell through the turn of the century, but again spiked due to the global recession at about 10 percent in 2010, before falling to a steady around 5 percent in the last decade.

"Fisher said those rates rose and fell through the turn of the century, but again spiked due to the global recession at about 10 percent in 2010, before falling to a steady around 5 percent in the last decade.

"Fisher said those rates rose and fell through the turn of the century, but again spiked due to the global recession at about 10 percent in 2010, before falling to a steady around 5 percent in the last decade.

"Fisher said those rates rose and fell through the turn of the century, but again spiked due to the global recession at about 10 percent in 2010, before falling to a steady around 5 percent in the last decade.

"Fisher said those rates rose and fell through the turn of the century, but again spiked due to the global recession at about 10 percent in 2010, before falling to a steady around 5 percent in the last decade.
The Bedford Gazette, its masthead hill itself as “One of America’s Oldest Newspapers.”

But the paper, which traces its roots to 1805, is adapting to the digital age.

“By the 80s, when we got our first Macs, the had a film, which had to be cut and manually pasted on the pages.”

“Change has come quickly and the Gazette has moved into the digital age. “We were a little late getting into it, which was by design,” Beegle said. “We explained that the possibility of being on the internet to increase the punch tape through a typesetter. The copy would look the industry as a whole a long time to figure out how to make the internet present financially viable.”

But the Gazette launched a redesigned website in 2018, and it has been very successful.

“Not just more readers, he pointed out, but a completely different demographic. “We have never had the 20-something reader,” he said, adding that the new website has attracted a new generation of those who have read the site on computers, but also smartphones and tablets.

The digital age has been problematic for the industry as a whole, but less so for the smaller papers, he said.

“It’s constantly changing. The exciting thing is that there has been an explosion of online readers,” he said.

“The wire (United Press International) stories came in every morning on punch tape through a typesetter. Those stories have been replaced by posts on the internet,” Beegle said.

The digital age has been problematic for the industry as a whole, but less so for the smaller papers, he said.

“Just in the past two years, we’ve been able to take advantage of the changes, technologically.” Beegle continued.

“Women in back would run picked your stores and the copy would come out on photographic typesetter. The copy would be put through the punch tape. If there were changes that had to be matched up minute, and a punch tape worked at 60 words per minute, he said.

“With those changes have been smaller papers are thriving. “It’s good to be a small-town daily,” he said. “The Gazette launched a redesigned website in 2018, and it has been very successful.”

“Obviously we’ve seen an explosion of online readers,” Beegle said.

“Not just more readers, he pointed out, but a completely different demographic. “We have never had the 20-something reader,” he said, adding that the new website has attracted a new generation of those who have read the site on computers, but also smartphones and tablets.

The digital age has been problematic for the industry as a whole, but less so for the smaller papers, he said.

“It’s constantly changing. The exciting thing is that the smaller papers are thriving.”

“We were a little late getting into it, which was by design,” Beegle said. “We explained that the possibility of being on the internet to increase the punch tape through a typesetter. The copy would look the industry as a whole a long time to figure out how to make the internet present financially viable.”

But the Gazette launched a redesigned website in 2018, and it has been very successful.

“Not just more readers, he pointed out, but a completely different demographic. “We have never had the 20-something reader,” he said, adding that the new website has attracted a new generation of those who have read the site on computers, but also smartphones and tablets.

The digital age has been problematic for the industry as a whole, but less so for the smaller papers, he said.

“It’s constantly changing. The exciting thing is that the smaller papers are thriving.”

We pay for going the extra mile.

At the Walmart Distribution Center in Bedford, we understand the value of hard work and pay our associates accordingly. Our Freight Handler –PMT wage starts out at $17.80-$19.90 per hour, including a full benefit package, and the ability to earn up to 120 hours of paid time off the first year.

We offer a 3– or 4– day weekly schedule with shift options... because we recognize our associates dedication and want to ensure they have time to spend doing the things they love most.

Why wait...Buckle up and begin the drive on the road to a successful career by applying online today at: CAREERS.WALMART.COM

Learn more about all of the exciting career opportunities and world class benefits by speaking directly with our hiring team! Join us at our upcoming hiring event:

Wednesday, March 4th
9:00 AM—7:00 PM
Walmart DC 6047

Edward Jones ranks highest in investor satisfaction with full service brokerage firms, according to the J.D. Power 2019 U.S. Full Service Investor Satisfaction Study™

Why? Because we’re built for listening. So what’s important to you?

Edward Jones - It’s Time for Investing to Feel Individual.

Study, based on responses from more than 1,629 investors who primarily invest with one of the 18 firms included in the study. The majority of the study was fielded in December 2018. Your experiences may vary. Ratings may reflect value of future performance and may not be representative of any one investor’s experience because it reflects an average of experiences of respondents. Visit jdpower.com/awards.

Edward Jones - It’s Time for Investing to Feel Individual.

We pay for going the extra mile.
Don’t let pelvic issues become your new normal.

Do you...

- Have scrotal area pain?
- Have urinary leakage after a prostatectomy?
- Have hip, abdominal, or pelvic pain after childbirth?
- Have endometriosis or bladder pain that affects your daily life?
- Have pain with gynecological exam or during intercourse?
- Feel pressure or a “feeling of falling out” in the pelvic area?
- Always look for a bathroom or wake frequently at night to urinate?
- Have a strong urge to rush to the bathroom?
- Have constipation or difficulty fully emptying when you use the bathroom?
- Have urinary leakage during exercise, laughing, or when coughing?

There’s hope for men and women...
Pelvic Physical Therapy may help!

Our caring pelvic physical therapists offer more than 22 years of combined experience. Schedule an appointment today at one of our convenient locations!

814-467-3465  814-713-8022
600 Somerset Ave., Windber  711 Caldwell Ave., Portage

Physical Therapy
Visit our experienced therapists with unparalleled resources!
We’ll help you regain movement to parts of your body that have been restricted by injury, illness, surgery, or over-use.
We provide orthopedic therapy, balance therapy, manual therapy, sports medicine, & myofascial release.

We also offer exercise consulting by an experienced Exercise Physiologist.
Call us at 814-401-1167 to schedule an appointment.
We accept most insurances.

Chen Soon-Shiong Medical Center at Windber
www.windbercare.org/pelvic

Chestnut Ridge Physical Therapy Clinic

A new convenient location with the same great care!
119 Follmar Lane, Alum Bank

‘State of the Heart’ Cardiac Care
is only a heartbeat away.

State of the Heart Cardiac Care at Chen Soon-Shiong Medical Center at Windber means no more wasted time in travel to another hospital for your cardiac needs. Time is a key factor to prevent cardiac muscle injury. Minutes are crucial to survival for heart related problems.

Start receiving superior care closer to home, work, and closer to your heart!

For more information, call 814-467-3601 or visit www.windbercare.org.

Sprain? Strain? Broken bone?
Long-term joint pain?
Minor dislocation?

- We offer convenient same-day, walk-in visits.
- Be seen by an orthopedic specialist for a fast, accurate diagnosis and treatment plan.
- X-ray, MRI, casting/bracing services, and same-day physical therapy evaluations are available onsite.
- We bill as a specialty office visit, not as an urgent care or emergency room visit, saving you money.
- We accept most major insurance plans.

Monday/Wednesday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Thursday/Friday: 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
*Patient registration stops 1 hour prior to closing.
814-467-3628  •  Medical Professional Bldg., 600 Somerset Ave., Windber
Serving The Following States Through Independent Insurance Agents:
PA, MD, IN, NC, VA, KY, OH, TN
GA, TX, MO, KS & AK

Farm Insurance is "OUR SPECIALTY"

Ask about our new Avian Influenza Poultry Coverage

www.everetttcash.com
MEC brings legacy of employee ownership to Bedford County

MEC employs apply powder coat to metal fabricated parts that will be cured at a high temperature to provide a long-lasting painted surface.

Photo Courtesy Mayville Engineering Co.
Bedford County is hub of big-name manufacturers. It also offers many agriculture opportunities, which attracted Lampire Biological Laboratories, Inc., a Lampire spokesperson said.

“Lampire and the Bedford County Development Association started their partnership in the late 1980s when our Eastern Pennsylvania-based company was looking for the ideal location to expand our farming and laboratory facilities,” said Greg Krug, Lampire president and co-founder. “BCDA President and CEO Bette Slayton introduced us to the beautiful, talent-filled and strategically-located Bedford County, and it was a perfect match.”

An international life science company, Lampire has more than 40 years of experience producing biological reagents and raw materials that are shipped worldwide and used across many applications, including diagnostics, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and cosmetics. Krug said the Bedford County location not only met the company’s needs, but the county’s economic development opportunities made expansion financially and economically feasible. “Lampire first leased its Bedford County farm facilities in 1989,” he said. “Two years later, the company acquired our first 125-acre farming property.”

By acquiring neighboring properties over the decades, Lampire’s Everett farm campus grew to more than 600 acres and houses more than 20 species. In 2007, Lampire converted an industrial building into an 18,000-square-foot bioprocessing facility to support the farm operations in Bedford County, Krug said. The life science company added a 12,000-square-foot specialized structure for housing more than 500 sheep in 2016. As Lampire continues to expand, Krug said the company’s Everett facilities are poised to address the ever-increasing needs of its customers.

Lampire Biological Laboratories still expanding in Bedford County

Life sciences company still expanding in Bedford County

A Lampire Biological Laboratories purification technician prepares affinity purification columns at the Lampire Everett Bioprocessing Center.

A Lampire Biological Laboratories animal technician prepares documentation at the Lampire Everett Bioprocessing Center.

Ben Franklin Technology Partners (BFTP), in partnership with Startup Alleghenies and the Bedford County Development Association, is looking for a big idea submission for the region’s tech-entrepreneurs, innovators, and small manufacturers who are developing new products, processes, or software applications.

Ben Franklin will award up to $50,000 to tech innovators or small manufacturers located in “The Alleghenies” who are developing new products, processes or software applications.

Participating counties include: Bedford, Blair, Cambria, Huntingdon, Fulton and Somerset.

The contest is open for those with less than $1 million in sales revenue who have not previously received Ben Franklin funding and who plan to commercialize their innovation.

Other prizes available are:

• A free consult on how to access federal research and development grant money from the Innovation Partnership.
• Free passes to seminars offered by Ben Franklin’s eMarketing Learning Center.
• A $2,500 “People’s Choice” Award sponsored by Somerset Trust Co.

For more information, contact: Andrew Trexler at Bedford County Development Association, 623-4816. The deadline to apply is 5 p.m. on March 16. For a complete list of rules or an entry form, visit bigidea.benfranklin.org.
WE BUILD ON TRUST
YOU CAN DEPEND ON US

For more than 60 years, Clark Contractors has been a leading commercial contractor for central and southwest Pennsylvania. Based in Bedford, we offer a range of services for businesses of all sizes, from general construction to HVAC and electric work.

Contact us today with details of your upcoming project to learn how Clark Contractors can work for you.

145 Clark Building Road, Suite 7
Bedford, PA 15522 | www.clarkcontractorinc.com
Call today at 814-619-0395

12 MONTHS SPECIAL FINANCING*

LARGE SELECTION OF GRANITE, MARBLE & QUARTZ
for countertops, fireplaces, custom furniture and more!

376 Industrial Boulevard Everett, PA 15537
(814) 652-2397 | bcstone.com

*Subject to credit approval. Call for details.
Step away from big business brings big success

“Bedford Materials actually went from a national business as part of Westinghouse Electric Corporation to an independent, privately owned, small business,” Dandrea explained.

“Our success, however, remains in the exceptional work ethic of the employees, longstanding customer support, engineering expertise and timely investments.”

Ron Dandrea, President

Originally chosen for its proximity to Westinghouse Corporate in Pittsburgh, the location’s access to supply routes has also been advantageous for Bedford Materials, and Dandrea said the access to major highways and interstates is convenient for deliveries.

“We serve markets throughout the country and internationally,” he said. “And the local business development support has always been there in the Bedford community when needed.”